INTRODUCING the newly REDESIGNED BUILD TEMPLATE

Making your users experience even better we have added new features to the BUILD responsive template.

You’ll have all the standard features:

- Homepage
- Scholarships
- Education
- Careers
- For Teachers
- For Parents
- About Us
- Cool Stuff
- Events
- Video Gallery
- Contact Us

PLUS...
+ new fully responsive designed website interface
+ larger images for more impact
+ interactive stats counter
+ graphically strong ‘callouts’ for highlighting areas
+ video gallery sharing actual stories

Begin your construction recruitment efforts today.
Check out the product today at http://www.buildgeneric.com

For more information on how to get started contact Julie Mueller at j.mueller@jamgd.com

After the initial set up of the website, management of the website can be done in-house by YOU!

Maintenance of BUILD website:
- 90 minute training session with the developer
- Post-training session reference materials
- Chapter has administrative rights
- Easily add and delete pages
- No knowledge of HTML required
- Add videos, PDF’s, photos, etc.